
Applying Reinforcement Learning 

(RL) in many real-world problems 

requires strict safety guarantees.

We must ensure the agent never reaches an 

unsafe state during the entire training trajectory.

Analogous Safe-state Exploration (ASE) explores safe state-

actions to determine the safety of analogous state-actions.

Our safe RL method is uniquely able 

to address 3 goals simultaneously:

In safety-critical domains a single mistake can 

cause significant harm.

Empirically, ASE makes far fewer 

sub-optimal actions than other safe 

algorithms.

In our experiments, ASE never 

enters an unsafe state and guides 

exploration towards the goal.

1.Unknown stochastic dynamics

2.PAC-MDP optimality

3.Guided exploration
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1. ASE safely learns the dynamics of 

analogous states.
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2. Then expands the safe set toward 

the goal.

We prove ASE never (whp) reaches an unsafe state during 

training and finds an optimal policy (PAC-MDP).

Number of 𝜖-sub-optimal steps taken by each 

agent throughout training.

High level algorithm:

● Compute a optimistic policy, 𝜋, using MBIE [1].

● Do targeted exploration in the safe set to learn the safety of state-actions along       .

● If some state-actions turn out to be unsafe, recompute 𝜋 and repeat above steps.

● Once all state-actions along 𝜋 are in the safe set, execute the optimistic policy

All trajectories of different agents on the Discrete 

Platformer domain. Unsafe trajectories are drawn 

in red.

Theorem. For any 𝜖, 𝛿 ∈ (0, 1] and with probability at least 1 − 𝛿, the agent never takes 

an unsafe state-action and makes a finite number of 𝜖-sub-optimal steps bounded by:

where 𝑚 ≈ 𝑂( 𝑆 𝜖2 + 1/ 𝜖2 ln 𝑆 𝐴 /𝜖 and 𝐻 is the communication time of the MDP.

𝑂(𝐻𝑚|𝑆|𝐴|(1/𝜖 1 − 𝛾 )ln(1/𝛿))


